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EvEning 
glamour 
Still looking 
radiant after a 
whirlwind day of 
press events in 
London on Sept. 
1, the style pro 
upped the glam 
factor for her 
last appearance 
with smoky eyes, 
wild hair and a 
shiny Antonio 
Berardi dress.

Bold  
in nYC 
Balancing a life of 
red-carpet events 
and driving her 
kids around in the 
minivan (yes, she 
really has one!)  
is “like Jenga,” 
SARAH JESSICA 
PARKER says. But 
she makes all the 
pieces fit — even 
bright ones like  
this Prabal 
Gurung ensemble 
on Sept. 7.

How She Does It!
Even with a demanding career  
and family, SJP’s style never fails

Co-star Olivia 
Munn tells Life & 

Style that SJP 
talks to 2-year-
old twins Marion 
and Tabitha “like 
they’re people.”

 No Baby Talk Here! 
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Coming up 
rosEs 
She’s described  
her new flick as a 
“portrait of modern 
parenthood,” but the 
busy mom was the 
portrait of a style icon in 
yet another Prabal 
Gurung dress on Sept. 1.

poisEd in 
mosCow 
The actress, 
mother of three, 
wife and producer  
squeezed in time 
for a little mischief 
in Russia while 
promoting her 
movie wearing  
Prabal Gurung, her 
new fave designer. 
She snuck into the 
closed Bolshoi 
Theatre for a 
private peek!

We can’t imagine better casting: With I Don’t 
Know How She Does It hitting theaters on 
Sept. 16, Sarah Jessica Parker proves that her 

role as a do-it-all working mom is one she was born to 
play — in fact, she already does it offscreen! Though 
she says juggling motherhood and her movie career 
is “wonderfully complicated,” the star manages to 
pull it off — and look fabulous doing it.

FashionaBlE 
night out 
A work-packed 

Fashion’s Night  
Out kept a Prabal 
Gurung–clad SJP 

 on the go on 
Sept. 8. But she 

cut her night 
short to help 

her 8-year-old 
son, James 
Wilkie, get 

ready for his 
first day of 

school!


